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in flows through end-to-end training on network states. It is
based on a neural network [10], which is trained to learn a
scheduling policy by directly interacting with the environment.
We focus here on the flow admissions aspect. That means
that the policy takes an action to admit or reject new flows,
arriving online in different network states. On each action, the
environment produces a reward as feedback for the policy to
know how well it is doing on flow admissions. The rewards
are based on a workload-specific performance objective (i.e.,
maximize the number of flow admissions and meet deadlines
for time-sensitive datacenter applications, e.g., web search
or social networking). The flow scheduler, after a flow has
been admitted, assumes no preemption and an admitted flow
is assigned a constant data rate from the time a flow starts
executing till its completion. The data rate assigned to flows
is computed by a greedy heuristic within the environment.
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Abstract—Datacenter applications have different resource requirements from network and developing flow scheduling heuristics for every workload is practically infeasible. In this paper,
we show that deep reinforcement learning (RL) can be used to
efficiently learn flow scheduling policies for different workloads
without manual feature engineering. Specifically, we present LFS,
which learns to optimize a high-level performance objective,
e.g., maximize the number of flow admissions while meeting the
deadlines. The LFS scheduler is trained through deep RL to
learn a scheduling policy on continuous online flow arrivals. The
evaluation results show that the trained LFS scheduler admits
1.05× more flows than the greedy flow scheduling heuristics
under varying network load.
Index Terms—Flow scheduling, Deadlines, Reinforcement
learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The performance of datacenter applications significantly
depends on different aspects of networking, e.g., flow scheduling [1]–[3]. Flow scheduling is the task of allocating resources, e.g., buffer size or data rate, to flows; we also subsume admission control, i.e., admitting or rejecting flows, under this term. In most non-trivial scenarios, flow scheduling is
NP-hard [4]. Hence, flow scheduling is often performed using
heuristics, which are optimized for a specific workload. These
heuristics are developed by manually identifying features in
network structure or flow arrival patterns, which is a timeconsuming activity with long turn-around time. This problem
is aggravated when workload changes render such handcrafted heuristics no longer useful or changing performance
objectives (e.g., minimize average flow completion times [3]
or maximize the number of flow admissions while meeting
flow deadlines [3], [5]–[7]) make them less suitable.
To address this challenge, in this paper, we attempt to
automate network resource management, specifically, flow
scheduling for deadline-sensitive flows. We present a new
framework, named learning flow scheduling (LFS), for learning flow scheduling policies. Like many input-driven applications [8], [9], LFS learns flow scheduling policies through
deep reinforcement learning (RL). Deep RL is well-suited for
such learning because it automates learning Markov structure
This work is supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) within
the Collaborative Research Center On-The-Fly Computing (SFB 901).

One of several challenges in training a policy is learning
to make decisions on stochastic flow arrivals to a network.
The stochastic flow arrivals make it difficult for a policy to
learn from rewards because the successive arrival of smaller
flows in an input can produce higher rewards on admission
than large flows for this objective. Consider, for instance, three
competing flows in Table I, i.e., f1 , f2 , and f3 (see Table II for
notation). These flows have different arrival times, individual
sizes and deadlines. They are competing for resources on a
single link with total data rate of 1 unit. When flow f1 (blue
in Fig. 1a) arrives first at time 0, the non-preemptive D3 [7]
scheduler assigns, at least, minimum data rate to flow f1 to
finish within its deadline (7). However, D3 hogs the link’s
resource by admitting flow f1 , which has a large deadline.
Consequently, two flows f2 (orange) and f3 (green) fail to
meet their deadlines because both flows require, at least, 1/1
and 2/2 units of link resource, respectively, to finish within
their deadlines. But the remaining data rates at time 1 and 4,
after minimum allocation to active flow f1 , are 1/2 and 2/3
units, respectively. Unlike the myopic D3 scheme, the optimal
schedule (in Fig. 1b) rejects large flow f1 at time 0 because
it can admit more, smaller flows, i.e., f2 and f3 , for the
desired objective (maximum the number of successful flows).
It commits, at least, minimum data rates to two flows, i.e.,
r2 = 1 and r3 = 1, from their arrival times to finish within the
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Fig. 1. Different flow scheduling schemes for flows in Table I, where (a)
D3 admits and meets deadline for only flow f1 while (b) LFS admits (and
meets deadline) for flows f2 and f3 .

deadlines. Such an optimal schedule can be achieved if LFS
scheduler effectively learns flow arrivals pattern in network
states.

lf
αf
df
vf
v̄f
rf
Γf
Cl

Time of the scheduling event e ∈ [1, · · · , E]
Set of arrived, online flows
Set of admitted flows F ⊆ F , which comprises active and
completed flows
Set of active flows F̄e ⊆ F at time te , not including a flow arriving
at te
A new flow f request on link l (the event e causing that new flow
will be clear from context)
Arrival time of flow f
Deadline of flow f relative to flow arrival αf
Total data volume of flow f
Remaining data volume of flow f
Assigned data rate to flow f
Flow completion time (FCT) of completed flow f
Data rate for link l

B. RL model

TABLE I
C OMPETING FLOWS ON A LINK
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TABLE III
N OTATION FOR LEARNING MODEL

Flows
f1
f2
f3

Arrival time
0
1
4

Size
4
1
2

Deadline
7
1
2

M

Fi

Ei

As a first step to learn a flow scheduling policy, we describe
the model in Subsection II-A. The LFS scheduling problem is
formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP); specifically,
the average reward formulation for continuous flow scheduling
tasks is described in Subsection II-B. The LFS scheduler
uses a policy gradient algorithm for end-to-end training on
a network environment (Subsection II-C). It is evaluated
on custom traces, which are generated by sampling flow
information (i.e., arrival, size, and deadline) from different
distributions. Our preliminary results (in Section III) show that
the trained LFS scheduler outperforms greedy heuristics under
varying network loads. Interestingly, the LFS scheduler learns
a policy to admit more smaller flows than long flows for the
specified performance objective (i.e., maximize the number
of flow admissions while meeting deadlines). Moreover, it
is flexible enough to quickly adapt to various performance
objectives by using different rewards.

II. D ESIGN
A. Model definition
We consider a single network link l and, like prior work [2],
assume that the information about a new flow lf ∈ F is known
at arrival time αf (see Table II for notation). That information
includes data volume vf and deadline df relative to the arrival
time. If an arriving flow f is admitted, its assigned data rate
rf is calculated using a greedy heuristic and it is constrained
by the data rate of link Cl . The heuristic simply divides flow
size vf by the remaining time to deadline df . It is kept simple
to learn the scheduling policy for higher flow admissions
(Section II-B). We further assume that active flows F̄e are not
preempted and they continuously receive link resource, i.e.,
data rate, from the time a flow starts execution till completion.

λ
τ
N
se
ae ∈ {0, 1}
Re
R̄e
Re − R̄e
Ge
πθ (ae |se )
θ
βθ
Vvi (se )

vi
βv
δe
P(se+1 |se , ae )
J(θ)
∇θ J(θ)

Number of different flow sequences as defined in
Table II
The ith set of flow arrivals, where i ∈ {1, · · · , M }
and Fi corresponds to F in Table II
Number of scheduling events in Fi , where Ei corresponds to E in Table II
Arrival rate of flows
Episode length
Number of different sample trajectories
Observed state at time te
Action taken at time te
Reward (or penalty) received on action ae in state se
Time-average reward at time te
Differential reward
Differential return (sum of differential rewards from
state se to the terminal state sE )
Policy network, learnt by the actor
Parameters of the policy network πθ (·)
Learning rate (or step size) of policy network πθ (·)
State-value function for the flow arrival sequence Fi
(critic)
Parameters of the state-value network Vvi (·)
Learning rate of state-value network Vvi (·)
Error in estimation of differential return Ge
State transition probability function
Performance objective for policy network πθ (·)
Policy gradient

We consider a discrete-time Markov decision process
(MDP), which is defined as a sequence of state, action, and
reward, i.e., (se , ae , Re ), at time te for each of the scheduling
events e ∈ [1, · · · , E] (see Table III for notation). The problem
is solved using a policy gradient algorithm of deep RL,
where a flow scheduling agent interacts with a single-link l
environment. The scheduling agent can fully observe the state
se at time te , i.e., information about active flows F̄e on link
l and the new flow request f is available. A flow departure
is processed within the environment and not made visible to
the RL agent; if one of the active flows F̄e completes, it is
removed from the network. On each scheduling event e, the
scheduling agent takes an action ae in state se , collects a
reward Re from the environment, and shifts to the next state

For data rates of active flows on link l, it always holds that
P
f ∈F̄e rf ≤ Cl .
• A new flow request f with an arrival time αf , a deadline
df , and a data volume vf
Action space. It is a discrete set ae ∈ {0, 1}, where the
actions ae = 1 and ae = 0 represent the decision to either
admit or reject the flow request f in state se , respectively. The
decision is taken by the flow scheduling policy.
Actor. The actor directly learns a softmax paramerterized
policy πθ (ae |se ), which outputs probability distribution over
all actions A in state se with parameters θ. The action ae ∈ A,
to admit or reject a new flow in state se , is then sampled from
action probabilities using Gumbel-Softmax distribution. The
actor updates policy parameters θ via gradient descent in the
direction (i.e., gradient) suggested by the critic (Section II-B).
It receives a feedback from critic, on the performance of its
current scheduling policy, in the form of an estimated error
δe (sometimes, also called an advantage). The actor uses the
estimated error δe to update action probabilities such that it
reaches high-valued states with more flow admissions and
attempts to keep error δe positive (i.e., collect better-than-timeaverage reward). Specifically, it computes the policy gradient
∇θ J(θ) ≈ ∇θ log πθ (ae |se )δe to update policy parameters
such that θ ← θ+βθ ∇θ J(θ), where βθ is the constant learning
rate (or step size) for policy parameters θ. The policy gradient
∇θ J(θ) on performance objective J(θ) increases probability
of taking action ae in state se if the action (e.g., to admit a
flow) resulted in higher differential return than the estimated
return by critic.
Critic. The critic evaluates the scheduling policy using multiple state-value networks as baseline. The state-value network
Vvi (se ) estimates the differential return Ge in a particular flow
arrival sequence Fi , where Ge = Re − R̄e +Re+1 − R̄e+1 +· · ·
is the sum of differential rewards from state se to the terminal
state sE and Fi is the ith set of flow arrivals in M sequences,
i.e., i ∈ {1, · · · , M }. Intuitively, the critic has a separate statevalue function Vvi (se ) for each flow arrival sequence Fi to
reduce variance of policy gradient from different flow arrival
sequences. It criticizes the actor’s action, based on actor’s
policy, by sending an error δe to actor. The critic computes
error δe from the differential return Ge (as per actor’s policy)
and its estimation of value of (being in) current state Vvi (se ).
It is given by δe = Ge − Vvi (se ), where a positive error
δe means that the actor’s action was good (so should be
repeated) because it led to better-than-time-average reward.
On the contrary, a negative error reflects worse-than-timeaverage reward, which means the actor should avoid this, bad
action. The state-value network Vvi (se ) uses differential return
Ge from policy to improve its predictive accuracy. It does so
by reducing the magnitude of loss in estimated return close to
zero, where the loss function is mean squared error (MSE).
Average reward. Since the flow scheduling problem is a
continuous task — the interation between flow scheduling
agent and link environment goes on forever — an average
reward is better
Pτ than the total reward and it maximizes
limτ →∞ 1/τ e=0 Re [13], where τ is a training episode
length. Specifically, the network environment rewards the
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se+1 , where the next scheduling event e + 1 occurs at time
te+1 . Specifically, the state transition is assumed to satisfy the
Markov property, i.e., the new state se+1 depends only on the
current state se and the action ae taken at time step te .
Since the problem space is large and continuous, the
scheduling agent uses a neural network [10] to learn the policy
πθ (ae |se ), where θ are parameters of a policy network. The
policy πθ (ae |se ) is defined as the probability of taking action
ae in state se with parameters θ. After each action ae , the
environment provides a differential reward Re ← Re − R̄e
(Section II-B) to the scheduling agent, where R̄e is the timeaverage reward at time te . The scheduling agent uses the
reward as signal to improve the policy πθ (ae |se ). The reward
is based on a higher-level performance objective J(θ) to
maximize the number of admitted flows while meeting their
deadlines.
The scheduling agent trains the policy network πθ (ae |se )
through the REINFORCE algorithm with baseline (sometimes,
also called Monte-Carlo (MC) actor critic) [11]. Although
the algorithm is unbiased, it has high variance in policy
gradient. The variance is caused by single-sample estimate
and stochastic flow arrivals, which impede effective learning
of a scheduling policy. The variance is usually reduced by
subtracting a state-value function (critic) as baseline [12] from
the actual differential return, where the state-value function
estimates the differential return.
However, a single state-value function as baseline is proven
ineffective [9] to estimate differential return in the presence
of different flow arrivals because training on different flow
arrivals adds noise to the reward and makes it difficult to
estimate differential return using a single state-value function. One way [9] to effectively estimate differential return,
with different flow arrivals, is to train a separate state-value
function Vvi (se ) for each flow arrivals sequence Fi , i ∈
{1, · · · , M }, where vi are parameters of a state-value network
and M is the total number of flow sequences. These multiple
state-value functions act as critic to evaluate the scheduling
policy πθ (ae |se ) and provide feedback to the policy network
(which is also called an actor).
Objective. The high-level performance objective for scheduling policy is to maximize the number of flow admissions
while meeting their deadlines. The objective is defined by
an average-reward formulation because flow scheduling is a
continuous task (Section II-B). Specifically, the environment
gives more reward for flows with smaller flow completion time
(FCT) than larger FCT to achieve higher flow admissions.
State space. It represents the fully observed state se at time
te of a particular scheduling event e, i.e., a flow arrival.
The state information is a flat feature vector of active flows
F̄e ⊆ F and the new flow request f on link l, where the
maximum number of concurrent, active flows is configured
to 50 (Subsection III-B1). The feature vector is passed as an
input to the policy network for learning flow structures.
• Each active flow f ∈ F̄e has
– its remaining data volume v̄f
– its remaining time to deadline αf + df − te
– its assigned data rate rf

Algorithm 1 Monte-Carlo Actor Critic Algorithm for Training
Input: Policy network πθ (·) and state-value networks
{Vv1 (·), · · · , VvM (·)}

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

7:
8:

θ, {v1 , · · · , vM } {Initialize parameters of policy and
state-value networks with Glorot uniform initializer}
Initialize learning rates βδ , βv > 0 and the time-average
reward R̄e = 0
for each episode do
Sample an episode length τ from a geometric distribution
Sample a new set of flows F for each of the flow arrival
sequences Fi , i ∈ {1, · · · , M }
Rollout multiple trajectories j ∈ [1, · · · , N ] on current
policy πθ (ae |se ) ∼ {s1 , a1 , R1 , · · · , sE , aE , RE } until
te ≤ τ
PN PE
R̄e ← R̄e + 1/(N · E) j=1 e=1 Re ; {Update timeaverage reward}
Calculate
differential return in each state, i.e., Ge =
PE
0
0
R
e0 =e e − R̄e
δe = Ge − Vvi (se ) {Calculate the error δe in estimation}
for j ∈ [1, · · · , N ] do
∇θ J(θ) ≈ ∇θ log πθ (ae |se )δe ; {Compute policy
gradient using the error δe }
Vvi ← Vvi + βv ∇Vvi Vvi (se )Ge ; {Update parameters
Vvi of the state-value network Vvi (·)}
end for
θ ← θ + βθ ∇θ J(θ); {Update parameters θ of policy
network}
τ ←τ +
end for
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scheduling agent with a differential reward Re ← Re − R̄e ,
where R̄e is the moving time-average reward at time te from
all previous scheduling events of current and previous training
episodes. The scheduling agent receives a reward for every
action ae in state se , where the reward function is designed
as follows:
• We call an action (by scheduling policy) to admit a new
flow f a true positive (TP) decision if it is indeed possible
to assign enough rate to the flow f to meet its deadline.
This can be tested immediately by checking flow deadline,
volume, and currently available data rate. A TP decision
for a new flow f , in the confusion matrix, returns higher
reward for a flow with smaller FCT than a flow with large
FCT, i.e., Re = 1/Γf + (1/Γf ∗ 1/|F̄e |), where |F̄e | is the
number of active flows at time te .
• A false negative (FN) decision means that the scheduling
policy could have admitted the new flow f in current state
se but did not. It might be a correct action after enough
learning, e.g., to reject a flow with large FCT, for this
performance objective J(θ). A FN decision produces a
penalty Re = −1/Γf , where the actor is penalized more
for rejecting a flow with smaller FCT than large FCT.
• An action is considered a true negative (TN) decision if
the scheduling policy has learnt to correctly reject the new
flow f as there is not enough link resource or flow cannot
meet deadline. A TN decision has zero reward Re = 0.
• The action to admit a new flow f is called false positive
(FP) decision if the flow cannot actually be assigned sufficient rate to meet its deadline. A FP decision for a new
flow f is penalized with Re = −(Γf + |F̄e |).

9:

10:
11:

12:

13:
14:
15:

C. Training algorithm

The scheduling policy is trained using algorithm 1. Since
the initial scheduling policy is assumed poor, the earlier training episodes (or epochs) are terminated stochastically at time
τ to help learning on online flow arrivals (line 4). However,
the episode lengths are gradually increased during training
(line 15). In each episode, the training algorithm rollouts
multiple trajectories j ∈ [1, · · · , N ] on current scheduling
policy πθ (ae |se ) (line 6), computes return from differential
rewards (line 8), and estimates error in predicting return
(line 9). Based on the estimated error and return, it updates
parameters of the policy and critic networks, respectively
(line 10–14).
III. E VALUATION
We evaluated LFS scheduler through a flow-level simulator
as an environment on a machine with a 16-core CPU (Intel
Xeon E5-2695) and 128 GB total memory. The highlights are:
•
•
•

The RL-based flow scheduler learns to optimize the
specified performance objective.
It admits 1.05× more than flows than the greedy algorithm on an unseen test dataset.
It consistently outperforms the competing schemes under
varying network load (Section III-B2).

16:

A. Methodology

1) Workload: Like prior work [2], we assume that the
flow information is known at arrival and it includes data
volume and deadline — relative to the arrival time. The
flow interarrival time αf is sampled from the exponential
distribution, where the flow arrival rate is set to λ = 1. The
flow arrival rate λ is varied during testing to create network
load and compare performance of the LFS flow scheduler with
competing schemes (Section III-B2). The LFS flow scheduler
is, however, trained on a single flow arrival rate λ. Since
the datacenter traffic has long-tailed distribution [14], [15],
i.e., most of the flows have short size but majority of the
data is transmitted by a few large flows, the flow size vf is
sampled from the Pareto distribution, where the pareto shape
and scale is set to 2.0 and 100.0, respectively. In addition, the
flow deadline df is a uniformly drawn value between 1 and 4
seconds because most flows in datacenter traffic last less than
a few seconds [15].
2) Environment: We developed a flow-level simulator as an
environment for the scheduling agent. The simulator is driven
by flow arrival and departure events. Whenever a new flow
arrives αf , the scheduling scheme (i.e., LFS or the competing
algorithm) either admit or reject the flow. The data rate rf for
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Fig. 2. Measurement of flow admissions and average rewards during training
of LFS scheduler
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from training episodes to produce unseen, new samples. The
arrival rate λ of flows is varied to produce a wide range of
network load. For example, Fig. 3 shows flow admissions
by various scheduling schemes at different flow arrival rates,
i.e., λ ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20}. The result shows that the LFS
scheduler admits more flows than the greedy schedulers, even
under high network load. In addition, Fig. 4a shows average
flow admissions over many test episodes at different network
loads. As expected, we see higher flow admissions under a
low network load because it is likely that a few flows are
concurrently active. Each datapoint in Fig. 4a is an averaged
value over 25 test episodes at a particular flow arrival rate λ.
The dataset in each of the test episodes is unseen. We found
that, for different network loads, the LFS scheduler admitted,
on average, 1.05× more flows than the best greedy scheduler
G.
3) Number of flows that met their deadline: Since all
schedulers are non-preemptive schedulers, admitted flows continue to receive link resources, i.e., data rates, from the time
they start executing till their completion. During testing, we
found that all flows met their deadline as per our expectation.
4) Performance Gain: We evaluate the gains of the LFS
scheduler on a particular network load, in which the flow
arrival rate is set to λ = 5. In the test, we record the size
of both admitted and rejected flows and plot the cummulative
distribution function (CDF). The CDF of flow sizes showed
that the trained LFS scheduler mostly admitted smaller flows
in the test. This is evident in Fig. 4b, which implies that the
policy priortized smaller flows over large flows for designated
performance objective and, if necessary, rejected large flows
to admit not-yet-arrived smaller flows.
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the flow is computed within the environment using a greedy
heuristic. The heuristic simply divides flow size vf by the
deadline df . It is not work-conserving, i.e., the excessive
data rate on link l is not distributed, after minimum resource
allocation, to the newly admitted as well as active flows.
Whenever one of the active flows completes, the simulator
removes the flow from the network. The incomplete, active
flows continue executing at the same, constant data rate.
3) Scheduling agent: The scheduling agent consists of
a policy network and multiple state-value networks. These
networks are multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural networks,
where each network has 2 hidden layers. The two hidden
layers comprise 200 and 128 neurons each and their activation
function is set to ReLU. These networks use Adam optimizer
to update their parameters, where the learning rates βθ and βv
for parameters of policy and state-value networks are set to
7×10−3 and 7×10−3 , respectively. In addition, the entropy
value for exploring the scheduling policy is intialized to 1.
However, it is gradually decayed during training of the policy
network.
4) Metrics: We primarily measure the flow admissions by
various scheduling schemes. In addition, we measure rewards
and flow sizes to answer the following questions:
• Does the LFS scheduler learn a policy to optimize the
performance objective (Section II-B)?
• What is the behaviour of trained LFS scheduler under
varying network load?
• Do the admitted flows meet their deadline? We expect
that all admitted flows finish within their deadline.
• Why does the LFS scheduler admit more flows?
B. Simulation results

1) Training of the LFS scheduler: The LFS scheduler is
trained using algorithm 1. The algorithm runs 1000 episodes
and, in each training episode, 1000 flows are generated to
train the LFS scheduler. Each episode is, however, terminated
at the maximum time τ , which is a sampled length from a
geometric distribution. The reset probability of episode length
p = 1×10−2 decays (with value 4×10−6 ) until the minimum
value p = 5×10−8 during training. In each episode, the
training algorithm rollouts 6 parallel trajectories on the current
policy and the differental reward is enabled, by default. In
addition, the flow arrival rate λ is set to 1 and the maximum
number of concurrent, active flows is configured to 50.
The result (in Fig. 2a) shows that the LFS scheduler learns
a reasonable policy to admit flows. The Fig. 2b plots the
average reward received during training of the LFS scheduler. As expected, the average reward increases with every
training episode. However, after approximately 150 episodes,
the average reward stops increasing, which indicates that the
LFS scheduler has converged to a policy.
2) Network load: The trained LFS scheduler is compared
with a greedy scheduling algorithm and its variants. The
greedy variants schedule flows based on a value drawn from
binomial distribution with different success probabilities, i.e.,
p ∈ {0.95, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7}. Since the arrival time αf , data
volume vf , and deadline of flows are samples of different
distributions, the test episodes are passed different seeds

IV. R ELATED W ORK
Preemptive flow scheduling The LFS scheduler differs from
deadline-aware flow schedulers like PDQ [3], which
approximates earliest deadline first algorithm, because it
is a non-preemptive scheduler. In a recent proposal [5],
an RL-based flow scheduler is trained to compute data
rates of flows with deadlines but it uses a Q-learning
lookup table, which is not a scalable approach. AuTO [6]
automates traffic optimization in datacenter networks using deep RL but it also considers preemptive scheduling
using strict priority queueing.
Job scheduling Many recent proposals [8], [9] use deep RL
for job scheduling in computing but they are not directly
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example, with reward Re = −|F̄e |, LFS can learn a scheduling
policy to minimize the average flow completion timePor it can
maximize the network utilization with reward Re = f ∈F̄e rf
at each timestep.
However, LFS scheduler is the first step to automate network resource management and we believe that the idea will
encourage others to employ deep RL in different aspects of
networking, e.g., coflow scheduling, routing, and congestion
control.

(b) Flow arrival rate λ = 2
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schemes under different network loads
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